We let Ui = ti+yiti = l, • • • , q; Xj=aj+hj, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , p. Here the li denote new indeterminates and the hj certain formal series in positive integral powers of the U. We shall show that the hj may be so chosen that these substitutions annul F\, • • ■ , Fp. In fact, the lemma proved in [3] shows that for each k, l^kf^p, we may annul Ft by substitutions ra, = t,+yi, i = l, • • • , p, Xj = Sj+ait j<k, xk=ak +hk , where the Sj,j = l, • • • , p, are new indeterminates, and hi is a formal series in positive integral powers of the tt and Sj, j<k. For hi we take h{ ; for h2 we take the result of replacing Si in h{ by h{ , and so on.
With the hj as described let S denote the set of polynomials in KJiUi, • ■ ■ , uq; xi, ■ ■ ■ , xp] which are annulled by the above substitutions. Evidently 2 is a prime p. i. 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use sion is q and the ut form a parametric set. For evidently 2 can contain no polynomial in the Ui alone, while the conclusion of the preceding paragraph but one shows that its dimension cannot exceed q. The result of that paragraph also shows that no component of {Fi, ■ ■ ■ , £p}o can properly contain the manifold of 2, for then its dimension would exceed q. Hence this manifold is itself a component of {Fi, is of dimension 0 then, because 2 vanishes for a zero of A, and every zero must be a generic zero, 2 is contained in A. Since the manifolds of both are components of the same manifold, it follows that A =2 (and that g = 0). We suppose that A is of positive dimension, and that A and 2 are distinct. Then, since A cannot contain 2, there is a polynomial P in 2 which is not in A. Then A possesses a zero not annulling P of the form u> = 7i + gi, i = 1,-■ ■ ,q;
where the gi and the /,■ are series in positive integral powers of a parameter t. It is evident that (1) is a zero of Fi, • • • , Fp. We may also obtain a zero of these polynomials of the form
where the// are again series in positive integral powers of t, and each // is obtained by replacing the tt, i = l, • ■ ■ , p, in ft,-by the corresponding gi. It is evident from the manner of formation of (2) that it is a zero of 2.
We replace the w, in £i by 7i+g,-, t = l, ■ • • , q. There results a polynomial Pi in Xi with coefficients power series in /. Pi vanishes, but its formal derivative dFi/dxi does not, when we put t = 0, Xi=ai. It follows that there is a unique series /{' in positive integral powers of t such that Xi=ai+fi is a solution of Pi = 0. We now replace the Ui, i=l, ■ ■ • , q, and Xi in £2 by yt+gi and «i+/i" respectively to obtain a polynomial F2 in x2 with coefficients power series in t. As before, we see that F2 = 0 possesses a solution x2 = a2-\-f2 , where/2' is a series in positive integral powers of t. This series is unique. Continuing in this way we find uniquely determined /", j = l, • • • , p, which are series in positive integral powers of t such that w«=7<+g,-,
The uniqueness of the /" shows that (1) and (2) are identical. Hence (1) annuls 2, and, in particular, it annuls P. We have thus obtained a contradiction.
This completes the proof of our statement concerning the zeros of F\, • • • , Fp. Now let J be a difference field and A a polynomial of J {yi, • • • ,yn}-We shall prove the theorem stated at the beginning of this note. We may suppose that a transform of some y,-, say of y", appears effectively in A. Let y<=a,-, i = l, • • • , n, be a zero of A. It will suffice to assume that the a,-are not a zero of the y"-separant of A and show that this implies that only one component of the manifold of A contains the a,-.
It is evident that the a* must annul just one irreducible factor, say F, of A, and do not annul the y"-separant of £. Hence we need merely show that the a,-are contained in only one component of the manifold of F. We shall suppose that this is not so and obtain a contradiction. We assume first that £ is of equal order and effective order in y".
Let "Mi and "M2 denote two distinct components of the manifold of F, each containing the a,-. Let 2i and 22 denote the corresponding reflexive prime difference ideals. We denote by ft the order of £ in y". Since the «< do not annul the y"-separant of F, yi, ■ • ■ , y"_i constitute a parametric set for both 2i and 22, and these ideals are both of order ft in y".
We choose an integer m such that the first m + 1 polynomials of a characteristic sequence of 2i do not constitute the beginning of a characteristic sequence of 22. Let 2im and 22m denote the sets consisting of those polynomials of 2i and 22 respectively which involve the y"k, Ogftgw+ft, and a finite subset 5 of the ya, i<n. S is to include all those yy, i<n, which appear effectively, or whose transforms appear effectively, in F, Fi, ■ • ■ , Fm or in the first w + 1 polynomials of a characteristic sequence of 2i or in the first ra + 1 polynomials of a characteristic sequence of 22. But m was chosen so that SJm contains a polynomial which is not in 22m, namely one of the first m + 1 polynomials of a characteristic sequence of 2i. We have obtained a contradiction.
This completes the proof of the theorem in the case that F is of equal order and effective order in yn.
If the order of F in yn exceeds its effective order by d > 0, we replace each ynk in F by zk-d, where z is a new indeterminate, and subscripts attached to z denote transforming.
F goes into an irreducible polynomial F which is of equal order and effective order in z.
Evidently each component 9ft of the manifold of F corresponds to a unique component 5W of the manifold of F, and, conversely, each component of the manifold of F is obtained from a unique component of the manifold of F. The correspondence may be described as follows: each solution in VtC is obtained from a solution in 5YT by leaving unchanged the elements assigned as values to yi, • • • , y"_i, and assigning to y" an element whose <ith transform is the element assigned as the value of z in 5frC. This correspondence carries solutions common to two components of the manifold of F into solutions common to two components of the manifold of F. Solutions annulling the y"-separant of F correspond to solutions annulling the z-separant of F.
The preceding proof shows that the theorem stated at the beginning of this note holds for F. The correspondence just described shows that its truth for F implies its truth for F. Hence it is true in general.
